Haircare Treatments - SHOT
LOVE HAIR
SPOTTING EPIDERMAL - COLOR REMOVER
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LOVE HAIR
SPOTTING EPIDERMAL - COLOR REMOVER

specific product to completely remove all traces of color after dyeing.
Its special gel formulation eliminates optimum color without irritating the skin.
Container: 250 ml bottle.
BARRIER CREAM - CREAM SCREEN
Formulation designed to protect the skin and prevent redness caused by chemicals such
as dyes, bleaches, straighteners and permanent. It also avoids leaving traces on the skin
during the application of color to oxidation or direct dyes.
Container: 200 ml tube.
SOOTHING SKIN - SKIN SOOTHING
Calming fluid to prevent or remedy heartburn or irritation when applying any chemical.
Spread a few drops on the skin prior to any chemical treatment to prevent redness,
irritation or burning, or as a remedy immediately after the occurrence of such anomalies.
Container: 150 ml bottle.
EQUALIZER SPRAY
Ensures combing and shine to hair without weighing it down too porous. Ideal for
treatment tips, for color and permanent. Used as pre - treatment technician ensures
uniformity of color over the entire length and provides to close the hair scales.
Container: 150 ml bottle.
MOUSSE REPAIRING THE BRAN - REPAIRING BRAN MOUSSE
Innovative mousse treating that, thanks to the virtues of bran, nourishes and revitalizes the
hair and makes it soft and fluffy. Its strong point is that innovative and Puu be added
directly to the dye to protect your hair and make it more elastic : the color will be more
bright and shiny.
packaging: bottle of 250 ml.
SHAMPOO ANTI - ANTIYELLOWING SHAMPOO
Specific shampoo thanks to its special pigments that eliminates unwanted reflections
yellow - orange with gray hair or bleached hair into a natural and brilliant.
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Container: 250 ml bottle.
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